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CLASS OF 2026 BY THE NUMBERS
680+ first year students

38 transfers after Aug-O

63 concerned calls home

12 still stuck in hypnosis

7 parents going cuckoo on
Facebook

2,000 condom balloons found at the Sizzle

1 undercover cop

42 states

26 brave souls in Beta House

2 lost souls who vandalized 
Beta House

29 countries

15 gallons of milk lost to power outage

680 lives transformed from 
reader’s theatre

17 positive STD tests found at the Hoaglin 
Wellness Center

102 sweaty dorm room parties 

FRESHMEN DISORIENTATION
Dear Class of 2026,
 Welcome to Denison. It’s safe to say that you all are CLEARLY the best group 
of autonomous thinkers, discerning moral agents, and active citizens in a democratic 
society that this campus has ever seen. We hope you have enjoyed your first week and 
haven’t ripped too many water fountains/exit signs out of Shorney.
 The Bullsheet is here to give you a place to espouse your opinions, engage in 
constructive dialogue, and to make your mom proud when she googles your name 
(can confirm this is true). We publish every day for your (but mostly our) pleasure, so 
be sure to pick up a copy around campus, check us out online, or e-mail Adam 
Weinberg for a complementary audio recording of the daily sheet. 
 Above all else, remember to love fully, Live simply, and Laugh at least more 
than twice a day. We know you need something to do while procrastinating that paper, 
so feel free to send us a submission. As you will come to learn, we will run just about 
anything.
 As a farewell here are some wise words to help you get through these first few 
of weeks:

Stay true to yourself...

Push Pan!

Wash your hands.

Please god don’t send perish-
ables to the mailroom.

Thank your Slayter workers.

Get your pets spayed/neutered.

Beware of the deer.

You will always have a
 digital footprint! 

Don’t go to Barney Davis after 3am.

Love, 
 Staff



Betsy “Feminism” Wagner, Managing Editor

Blythe “Unemployment” Dahlem, Senior Writer
Lena “Instagram Consulting” Hanrahan, Senior Writer
Evie “Processed Meat Making” Writers, Senior Water

Ellie  “Cave Art” Schrader,  Senior Editor
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Claire “Brass Instruments” Anderson, Junior Editor
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Staff “Majors” Box

Welcome back, 
campers!

FRESHMEN DISORIENTATION
Fatima Abbas loves to rock! Ola Abdullhady just bunk’d their bed. Akindele Aboy-
ade-Cole has a Tik Tok that only talks about ear cleaning. Nicholas Accetta lovveeeesss 
to use the Squatty Potty. Charles Adams has so much love to give to this world. Erin-
Barbara Adu is ready to officially buy a pet chimpanzee and will probably name him. 
Gordy. Hayyan Ahmad is not allergic to poison ivy. Preston Aikman drives a Chevy. 
Andrew Albert ate Austin. Suzanne Alden sleeps with one pillow and one sheet. Tate 
Alexander wants one more good pounding (in the sense of debate). Lara Allen really 
wants to go to Pound Land someday. Jake Alley learns something new everyday! Maya 
Almasri is obsessed with airplane bathrooms. Nara Altobar can’t wait for this week 
to be over. Owen Andersen makes their own moonshine. Chanel Anderson will never 
be famous. Sarah Anderson exclusively listens to Bladee. Samantha Antonelli, why 
are you so obsessed with me? Michael Antoon is freaky and is honestly really proud of 
it. Fernanda Anzures likes to poop in the dark. Janae Arcos learned to nae nae before 
they learned to walk. Francesco Argueta is a big fan of The Cure. Aditya Arora puts 
their shoes on before their socks. Brandon Asch just wants to spread love. Francesco 
Assalone wants you to leave their ass alone. Haimanot Assefa fell and the shower and 
could not get up. Someone come help them please. David Atlas can do a killer Borat 
impression but none of their friends care </3. Jayden Atuah got stuck on the Pirate’s 
Revenge and is hoping Patrick Fina will come and rescue him. Ethan Audia did not 
show up to any Aug-O events. Dagne Auditore only listens to the NPR tiny desk ver-
sions of songs. Diana Avila Callejas loves adult coloring books. Aaron Bachman beat 
up somebody named Kevin. Zoe Baer has some unbearable puns. Safia Bah’s first word 
was their own last name. Julia Barker has three cats they love dearly. <3 Sarah Barnes 
peels oranges with their teeth. Sophie Bartlett has never been to the Hoover Dam (OH).
Chelsea Basden uses a rolly backpack. Emma Baum uses a “case-it.”Antonia Baylor 
sleeps with one eye open…Ryan Becherer maxed out the pacer test. Phoebe Beckwith 
is so excited for Chichella. Sara Benedict was named after their great grandfather Bene-
dict Arnold. Annelise Bentley drives a 1980 Ford Pinto. Alexandra Bergman enjoys 
eating sour cream straight out of the tub. Jacob Bernstein cried at the ending to La La 
Land. Mary Beshuk thinks Jordan Peele is overrated and wants to argue with anyone 
who thinks otherwise. 

INTERESTED IN BEING HOT AND SEXY?

The Bullsheet will be accepting writer applications starting 8/29 
through 9/18. Now is your chance to become an established and 

professional reporter.  

Scan the QR code to access our application. Applications will be 
anonymous this year. Until then, we will accept student 

submissions forever and always---email those to us as well. 

- Staff


